The life sciences elite

The world’s leading
life science patent
litigation law firms
Patents are crucial to virtually all
companies that operate in the life
sciences industries. This makes
patent litigation a fact of business
life. Detailed and exclusive IAM
research has uncovered which law
firms the life science powerhouses
go to when disputes arise
By Gwilym Davies, Anna Lathia and
Alastair Mitchell
There are few industries in which patents
play as important a role as they do in the
life sciences sector. And although any
company – from the largest pharmaceutical
multinational to the small university spinout – will always seek to avoid disputes,
sometimes they happen. When they do,
access to the best private practice legal
advice is crucial.
Top class lawyers combine an in-depth
knowledge of the legal process, with the
ability to understand their client’s business
and what is at stake. They then use their
insights to develop strategies for fighting a
case that will leave the client in the best
position possible. When playing for high
stakes, such a skill-set is not a luxury; it is
absolutely essential.
With all this in mind, we were surprised
to discover that as far as we could see no
dedicated research had been done that
focused on which individual lawyers and law
firms are considered to be the leaders when
it comes to life sciences litigation. As a
result, we decided to do it ourselves.
The research process
Over a period of four months an IAM team
spoke to hundreds of contacts in over 20
www.iam-magazine.com

countries. It was painstaking work and
involved many hours on the telephone, as
well as numerous email exchanges and
follow-up research. Interviews were
conducted with private practice lawyers and
with life sciences industry insiders. The
final results relating to individuals are to be
published in a stand alone publication: the
IAM Life Sciences 250 – A Guide to the
World’s Leading Life Sciences Patent
Litigators. The results for the firms are
reproduced in the following article.
To compose the tables for each country
featured in this article our research team
asked attorneys-at-law, patent attorneys
and users of legal services involved in life
sciences patent litigation to provide us with
their insights into which law firms stand
out for their expertise in the jurisdictions
of which they have detailed knowledge and
experience. The direct quotes featured in
this article are also drawn from these
sources and these exchanges.
Firms qualified for a listing when they
and their attorneys received sufficient
positive feedback from peers and clients
with knowledge of their practice and the
market within which they operate.
Nominations were accepted solely from
sources who were not with the nominee
firm. Even then, this did not guarantee
inclusion. Only those firms which further
research showed to have exceptional skill
sets and profound insights into life sciences
patent litigation made it.
Numerical rankings were determined
on the basis of the feedback received. We
decided that the higher the amount of
spontaneous recognition a firm gets, the
more positive the feedback is about it and
the more noteworthy its work, the loftier
its standing in the market. All these
considerations informed the decision
process.
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Australia
The compact life sciences patent
litigation market in Australia is dominated
by a handful of large specialist IP and
general commercial firms with the
resources and the client contacts to
attract work in the area.

Tier 1
Allens Arthur Robinson has cornered the
market in pharmaceutical innovator
representation. The firm houses a patent and
trademark attorney group which works
closely with its patent litigation team;
competitors state that it is “well resourced
and held in high esteem throughout the
Australian market”.
Tier 2
Freehills benefits from an integrated patent
and trademark attorney practice, and is
particularly active in the generic
pharmaceutical market. Interviewees note
that while many firms’ centre of gravity is in
Sydney or Melbourne, Freehills offers a
“fiercely competitive” practice in both.
Mallesons Stephen Jaques is a large fullservice firm handling work for innovative and
generic pharmaceutical companies.
Commentators note that the firm’s IP
capabilities in Sydney may have been
dented slightly by the departure of a number
of partners in recent years. Blake Dawson
has set itself up with “a solid and well
balanced team” of practitioners with
significant life sciences patent litigation
experience.
Tier 3
Griffith Hack originated as a patent attorney
firm, but in recent years has expanded its
service into patent litigation, recruiting talent
to extend its practice in this area. The
majority of its work in life sciences patent
litigation is for generic pharmaceutical
clients encountering freedom to launch
issues in the Australian market. Clayton Utz
is a full service firm fielding four partners
with expertise in patent litigation; it counts
Merck, Novartis and Roche among its
clients. At the time of research the ink had
hardly dried on the contract securing Jones
Day’s lateral recruitment of Anthony
Muratore and Lisa Taliadoros, who have
arrived after a brief stint at Gilbert + Tobin.
Although it has no patent litigation pedigree
in Australia, these acquisitions mean the firm
can be regarded as having a significant
innovator-leaning practice. Davies Collison
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Cave is a dedicated IP firm, with origins as a
patent attorney practice; it now also offers
clients expertise in patent litigation matters.
Key to its litigation capability was the 2008
recruitment of Ian Pascarl to aid in
consolidating its strength in the area. Corrs
Chambers Westgarth has a broad IP
practice; its life sciences patent litigation
profile is expanding thanks to the work of
recent hire Odette Gourley.

Australia: Firms
1

Allens Arthur Robinson
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Blake Dawson
Freehills
Jones Day
Mallesons Stephen Jaques
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Clayton Utz
Corrs Chambers Westgarth
Davies Collison Cave
Griffith Hack

Austria
A small number of commercial firms
provide clients with representation in
any life sciences patent litigation cases
that arise.

Tier 1
Impressive ensemble Gassauer-Fleissner
Rechtsanwälte is among the “first ports of
call” for patent litigation in Austria. In
addition to IP litigation, the eight-strong
team of lawyers also handles corporate
matters. The Vienna headquartered
Schönherr Rechtsanwälte assists clients
with a comprehensive range of IP services,
including contentious and non-contentious
work in the life sciences field. It is
particularly focused on pharmaceutical,
medical device and health matters.
Tier 2
Established in 2006, full-service firm
Schwarz Schönherr Rechtsanwälte is
making great strides in the IP market.
Despite Wiltschek Rechtsanwälte’s small
www.iam-magazine.com
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size, the Vienna-based firm is noted by
commentators for its solid litigation
practice in the pharmaceutical field.

Austria: Firms
1

Gassauer-Fleissner Rechtsanwälte
GmbH
Schönherr Rechtsanwälte GmbH

2

Schwarz Schönherr Rechtsanwälte
OEG
Wiltschek Rechtsanwälte

Belgium
Belgium has what some call a “closed
club” of practices covering the small
number of life sciences patent litigation
cases in the jurisdiction. In terms of
volume of matters litigated, it is
overshadowed by its neighbours France
and particularly Germany and the
Netherlands. The latter two are favoured
forums for Europe-wide litigation and
have larger domestic markets.

was raided several years ago by competitor
Howrey. Independent Brussels firm Simont
Braun has a special interest in IP, with
nearly a third of its lawyers working in the
area. With dispute resolution also a
speciality, patent litigation is a natural
crossover. Cases undertaken are usually for
generic pharmaceutical companies and
tend to involve parallel foreign proceedings.
Stibbe acts for both innovators and
generics in pharmaceutical patent litigation,
and is able to call on its close association
with Herbert Smith and Gleiss Lutz, both of
which have respectable patent litigation
practices in their home territories. An
independent Belgian firm, Van Bael &
Bellis focuses on competition and trade
law, and regulated industries. Its life
sciences patents practice is intrinsically
interwoven with its recognised regulatory
and antitrust capabilities in the field.

Belgium: Firms
1

Bird & Bird
Howrey LLP
2

Tier 1
ALTIUS has a leading practice in
contentious and non-contentious
pharmaceutical work. Long-standing
representation of major originator clients
including Novartis and Merck has seen it
forge a strong reputation and ensure that the
team is never short of work battling
generics. Bird & Bird is an ever present
giant of the European IP market and its
Belgian team counts life science patent
litigation among its specialties. Howrey LLP
also enjoys a sound reputation in the Belgian
market, where the firm represents clients
such as Abbot and Boston Scientific Corp.
Tier 2
The Belgium office of US firm Crowell &
Moring LLP is the hub of its European
patent litigation work. A team of seven
lawyers work in the area, often acting for
generics in freedom to launch issues. A
Dutch firm with a strong patents practice in
the Netherlands, NautaDutilh has also
been active on the Belgian life sciences
patent litigation circuit for some time.
However, its strength in the field has
diminished somewhat since its practice
www.iam-magazine.com
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Crowell & Moring LLP
NautaDutilh
Simont Braun
Stibbe
Van Bael & Bellis

Canada
In Canada, pharmaceutical companies
benefit from a strong selection of IPfocused firms, with many specialising
in general life sciences matters and
Patented Medicines Notice of
Compliance (PMNOC) cases in
particular. The large volume of PMNOC
cases has led many firms to establish
innovator- or generic-only policies, a
division reflected in the two leading
firms – Goodmans and Gowling Lafleur
Henderson. This specialised expertise,
along with the strong levels of
competition, has ensured high quality
representation across-the-board for life
sciences clients.
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Tier 1
The “top-notch” Gowling Lafleur
Henderson is best known for its impressive
portfolio of innovator pharmaceutical
litigation work; clients praise the team’s
“responsiveness and deep technical
knowledge of life sciences”. Often
appearing opposite Gowlings, Goodmans
is considered the “leader for generic
pharmaceutical litigation” in Canada.
Apotex is the firm’s main client.
Tier 2
Osler Hoskin & Harcourt is in “very high
demand” due to its “solid success rate and
reasonable billing”. It handles matters for
clients such as Genpharm and Novopharm.
The life sciences practice of commercial
firm Ogilvy Renault LLP provides a full
range of services, from life sciences patent
litigation to transactional, representing
clients such as Pfizer Canada. Smart &
Biggar/Fetherstonhaugh is the largest IPfocused firm in Canada. It is a “highly
efficient and capable” outfit recognised for
its long-standing patent law practice; its

established prosecution group contributes
to the team’s “deep technical knowledge”.
Tier 3
While life science is not its primary focus,
IP boutique Cameron MacKendrick LLP
is nonetheless recognised for its strong
patent litigation practice; recent work
includes representing a Johnson &
Johnson subsidiary and Kirin-Amgen
against Roche. Toronto-based IP outfit
Belmore McIntosh Neidrauer LLP has a
“small but potent” litigation practice. The
Montreal office of commercial player
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
maintains a broad IP practice, with a
“growing presence in life sciences
litigation”. Sources admire the “strong
back-up team” enjoyed by clients and
partners at the firm. McCarthy Tétrault is
a large, general firm noted for its
“tenacious litigation team”. With “a
growing reputation in life sciences”, fullservice firm Heenan Blaikie LLP is
making its presence felt in the
marketplace. The IP litigation team at

What does it take to win?
Our clients know.

Leading in life sciences patent litigation.
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt LLP. Ottawa Toronto Montréal Calgary New York

osler.com

Contact: J. Bradley White, Co-Chair, National Intellectual Property Department, bwhite@osler.com, 613.787.1101
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commercial outfit Bennett Jones LLP is
noted for its solid life sciences portfolio;
however, sources lament the departure of
Dino Clarizio, who has since joined
Goodmans. Full service firm Torys LLP
has a strong patent litigation team,
advising companies such as Pfizer Canada
and Procter & Gamble. Dimock Stratton is
most recognised for its “extensive trial
experience”. Its practice runs the gamut of
IP services and stands apart from
competitors for having a mixed portfolio
of both generic and innovator
pharmaceutical work.

Setup in 1999, IP boutique An Tian Zhang &
Partners is a popular choice with
international law firms that lack local rights
of audience. King & Wood is a safe bet for
foreign clients and law firms looking for
representation on the mainland. Market
commentators claim that “the IP services on
offer are impressive”, though clients are
advised to “keep an eye on the costs: this
firm provides a premium service with a price
to match”.

China: Domestic firms
Highly recommended

Canada: Firms
An Tian Zhang & Partners
1

Goodmans LLP

King & Wood

Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
2

Ogilvy Renault LLP
Osler Hoskin & Harcourt LLP
Smart & Biggar/Fetherstonhaugh

3

Belmore McIntosh Neidrauer LLP
Bennett Jones LLP

China: Foreign
Patent litigation in the region is
dominated by three UK firms benefiting
from the reputations of their respective
London patent litigation practices. Jones
Day is a wildcard US entrant in the group
thanks to its strong US-Chinese links and
some glowing reviews from market
sources.

Cameron MacKendrick LLP
Dimock Stratton
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
Heenan Blaikie LLP
McCarthy Tétrault
Torys LLP

China: Domestic
While Hong Kong has traditionally been
the gateway to China for law firms, more
and more firms are beginning to shift
their patent litigation focus to the PRC
mainland. On the Chinese mainland, only
locally registered firms and lawyers are
afforded full rights of audience in court.
While very few firms are able to offer
specialist patent litigation expertise at
present, the list of firms is expected to
expand over the coming years as the
domestic legal market in China
continues to mature.
www.iam-magazine.com

A massive presence in patent litigation
across much of Europe, Bird & Bird also
fields a respectable practice in China,
predominantly run out of its Hong Kong
office. While the Hong Kong team enjoys
strong links with the firm’s formidable
London practice, commentators are slightly
apprehensive about the firm’s local
capabilities when dealing with cases on the
mainland. US firm Jones Day is seen as
“one of the best foreign practices” operating
in China for life sciences patent litigation.
The firm is also applauded for its noncontentious life sciences work on the
mainland. Lovells LLP is a major force on
the European patents scene. It has a broad
PRC patents practice, working in tandem
with its corporate department, servicing the
needs of clients seeking to enter the
Chinese market. The firm has patent
capability in both Hong Kong and Shanghai
with the two offices often working together
closely on matters. Simmons & Simmons is
another UK firm with a strong reputation for
life sciences work in Europe. It has an
innovator-focused practice acting in patent
cases in mainland China and Hong Kong for
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many of its global clients. The firm has been
involved in advising and providing
representation to major names including
GSK, Sanofi-Aventis, Novartis, Roche and
Bayer on their Chinese interests.

China: Foreign firms
Highly recommended

Finland
This market is dominated by Borenius &
Kemppinen on the side of generics and
Roschier, the go-to firm for innovators.
Elsewhere, high quality representation is
available from smaller teams with a
varying level of commitment to life
sciences patent litigation.

Bird & Bird
Jones Day
Lovells LLP
Simmons & Simmons

Denmark
This is a small market in which
pharmaceutical companies instruct
full service firms for life sciences
patent cases. Referring law firms from
other jurisdictions typically turn to the
same practices.

Tier 1
Representing international clients such as Eli
Lilly, Novartis, and Lundbeck, Plesner is
“among the best” for life sciences patent
litigation in Denmark. “First choice” ensemble
Kromann Reumert is valued for its “sizeable
and strong IP department”, housing a
dedicated group handling contentious and
non-contentious patent issues.
Tier 2
Commercial firm Bech-Brunn’s active
patent litigation practice assures its position
as “a major player” in the IP field. The full
service Horten Law Firm also has a strong
reputation in IP.

Tier 1
Defined by its “talented and hands-on” style,
Borenius & Kemppinen is best known for its
representation of generic pharmaceutical
companies and often appears opposite its
fellow market leader, the innovator-focused
Roschier Attorneys Ltd. With three partners
and 15 associates representing innovator
clients, the “almost flawless” Roschier claims
more than its share of life science patent
litigation cases in Finland. A key factor in
determining the firm’s lofty stature is its
ongoing relationships with and successes for
Pfizer, Eli Lilly and other active patent holders
in the Finnish market.
Tier 2
Backström & Co Ltd is noted for its excellent
work with generic pharmaceutical companies.
Bird & Bird is building a reputation for patent
litigation work in the market, including matters
in the pharmaceutical industry. Castrén &
Snellman is a full service firm fielding a large
life sciences team. HH Partners houses two
partners representing a variety of clients in the
pharmaceuticals industry, among other
matters.

Finland: Firms
1

Borenius & Kemppinen
Roschier Attorneys Ltd

2

Backstrom & Co Ltd

Denmark: Firms
Bird & Bird
1

2

Kromann Reumert

Castrén & Snellman

Plesner (Plesner Svane Grønborg
Law Firm)

HH Partners

Bech-Bruun

France

Horten
The French market has not emerged as
a favoured forum for life sciences patent
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litigation to rival the UK, the
Netherlands and Germany. According
to commentators, this is due to the
difficulty associated with conducting
litigation efficiently in the jurisdiction.
As a result, the number of law firms
offering high quality representation in
the field is relatively small. A handful
of local boutiques and international
firms with an interest in this practice
area around the world are the go-to
practices for clients litigating here.

France: Firms
1

Allen & Overy LLP
Véron & Associés

2

Bird & Bird
Cabinet Cousin & Moatty
Cabinet Hirsch & Associés

Tier 1
Almost unanimously viewed as “the
stand out firm in France for this field”,
Véron & Associés is a 13 lawyer patent
litigation focused boutique. Around half
its practice concerns life sciences related
cases, predominantly working with
originators, though it also has a healthy
generics practice. Véron is also lauded
for having brought together such a
talented support team under one roof.
UK magic circle firm Allen & Overy LLP
has a significant presence in the French
patent litigation market thanks
predominantly to the presence of Pierre
Lenoir. The team he leads wins plaudits
from competitors for being “tough and
thorough adversaries”. Quality comes at
a price; commentators note that clients
can expect the pricing of services at this
international outfit to be higher than
those of its smaller local rivals.
Tier 2
Specialist IP firm Cabinet Hirsch &
Associés offers clients a full range of
patent and trademark services, and
houses European patent attorneys as
well as lawyers. Market sources agree
that the practise is “coming up fast”.
The firm’s litigation department devotes
around half of its time to life sciences
related work for generics and innovators.
Linklaters LLP has a strong presence in
the French market. Bird & Bird is a
market leader across much of Europe
in life sciences patent litigation, but
does not enjoy quite the same profile in
the French market. Nevertheless,
the firm is able to call on its substantial
global network and client base in the
field. The profile of Howrey LLP’s
French IP practice continues to rise,
with Marina Couste at the helm. IP
boutique Cabinet Cousin & Moatty
covers all types of patent litigation
including those arising in the life
sciences sector.
www.iam-magazine.com

Howrey LLP
Linklaters LLP

Germany
While local IP boutiques retain a large
share of the market, full-service
international firms have benefitted from
recent consolidation as well as growing
concerns over regulatory issues, which
many boutiques do not advise on. But
whichever of the leading firms clients
choose to instruct, they can expect
consistent, high quality patent litigation
services. Because of Germany’s
importance as a patent litigation forum,
this compact legal market is among the
most competitive in continental Europe.

Tier 1
Bird & Bird is recommended for its
“impressive litigation team” and its
“excellent portfolio of multijurisdictional
work” wins acclaim from interviewees
across Europe. “Firm of choice” Lovells
undertakes a good deal of high profile
pharmaceutical, biotech and medical device
cases; sources praise its “wide-reaching
national and international network”. Patent
infringement cases are a core area of
expertise for IP boutique Reimann
Osterrieth Köhler Haft. This Dusseldorfbased firm is recognised for its “deeply
experienced, internationally-savvy litigators”.
Fellow boutique Rospatt Osten Pross also
specialises in a wide range of patent
litigation matters, including life sciences.
Market commentators extol the firm’s
“well-established track record for innovator
pharmaceutical companies”.
Tier 2
Bardehle Pagenberg stands apart from
many of its competitors because of its
Intellectual Asset Management May/June 2010 69
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combined offering of attorneys at law and
patent attorneys. The team has “a strong
scientific basis” and is particularly
recommended for its medical device
litigation. Commentators pay tribute to
highly esteemed Bardehle partner Reinhardt
Schuster, who sadly passed away in 2009.
Howrey LLP continues to benefit from the
addition of Joachim Feldges in 2007. The
firm has a rising profile in patent litigation,
with a particular forte in pharmaceutical and
medical device matters. With around 13
lawyers, IP boutique Klaka is “very wellresourced”; interviewees praise the firm’s
prodigious multijurisdictional capabilities.
Dusseldorf-based Wildanger has an
“excellent” patent litigation practice, with a
special emphasis on medical device cases.

Germany: Firms
1

Bird & Bird
Lovells LLP
Reimann Osterrieth Köhler Haft
Rospatt Osten Pross

2

India
Dominating the market is powerhouse
Anand & Anand, one of the few firms in
India with the international reach and
patent expertise necessary to service
large pharmaceutical companies.
However, Anand is facing growing
competition from a set of smaller firms
who are investing in life sciences patent
practices, following recent changes to
Indian law which saw the introduction of
product patents.

Bardehle Pagenberg Dost
Altenburg Geissler
Howrey LLP
Klaka Rechtsanwaelte
Wildanger Kehrwald &
Graf von Schwerin

3

international network, Jones Day has a
developing profile in life sciences, with core
expertise in representing innovator
pharmaceutical companies. Despite its
small size, IP boutique Krieger Mes & Graf
v der Groeben provides “very high quality”
litigation services to clients in a broad range
of industries, including pharmaceuticals,
medical devices and biotech. Sources
praise the team’s substantial patent case
experience. Recognised for its “very strong”
patent practice, Vossius & Partner earns
praise from interviewees Europe-wide
for its “hard-working” team, which has
been particularly active in medical device
cases.

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
Gleiss Lutz
Jones Day
Krieger Mes & Graf v der Groeben
Vossius & Partner

Tier 3
Sources praise commercial giant
Freshfields’ “robust litigation practice”; the
team is active in pharmaceutical patent
work and wins praise for its powerful crossborder capabilities. Gleiss Lutz enjoys a
strong reputation in pharmaceutical law and
is particularly noted for its litigation work on
behalf of generic companies. With a solid
general litigation practice and wide-ranging
70 Intellectual Asset Management May/June 2010

Tier 1
IP-focused firm Anand & Anand dominates
the Indian market. Ranked “first choice” by
sources worldwide, the firm has a stellar
international reputation.
Tier 2
Specialist IP firm Rouse Legal advises
multinational clients on the full range of IP
matters, with a dedicated patent litigation
team. Country manager and consultant
Ranjan Narula is the key contact for IP
rights enforcement. Anand & Anand
alumnus Shwetasree Majumder is cofounder of the recently established fullservice Fidus Law Chambers, which has a
core expertise in IP and patent law. Recent
work highlights include handling cases for
foreign innovator pharmaceutical
companies; clients commend the team’s
“depth of knowledge in the life sciences
field”. K & S Partners is the IP division of
the commercial firm J Sagar Associates; its
prosecution practice has secured its
position in the market and it has a growing
presence in litigation. Despite Singh &
Singh’s compact size, the firm has a highly
active IP litigation practice, particularly in
the life sciences field.
www.iam-magazine.com
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India: Firms
1

Anand & Anand

2

Fidus Law Chambers
K & S Partners
Rouse Legal
Singh & Singh Advocates

Israel
Teva, the largest generics manufacturer
in the world, has its international
headquarters in Petah Tikva and casts a
lengthy shadow over the Israeli market
and ensures a healthy flow of cases.
Most of these are litigated by S Horowitz
& Co for Teva and Dr Shlomo Cohen & Co
for innovators from around the world.

Tier 1
Dr Shlomo Cohen & Co is a highly
reputable firm with a strong practice
focused on the representation of innovator
pharmaceutical companies. It counts many
of the world’s major innovators among its
clients and is invariably the first choice when
they seek representation in Israel. Life
science patent litigation is handled as part
of a wider patent practice, including patent
prosecution, and technical expertise is a
hallmark of the firm’s practice. In life
sciences patent litigation, Dr Shlomo Cohen
& Co most often locks horns with S
Horowitz & Co, which is the primary
representative of Teva in Israel. S Horowitz
benefits from “tremendous knowledge and
experience of the field” at partner level and
from a heralded group of younger partners
and associates.
Tier 2
Luthi & Co is a “solid and reputable” IP
boutique, which attracts praise for its
innovator side practice. Reinhold Cohn
Group is home to both patent attorney firm

ANAND AND ANAND
Plot No. 17A, Sector 16A, Film City, Noida 201301 (UP) (India)
Tel: +91.120.4059300 (100 Lines), Fax: +91.120.4243056-058
Postal Address:
B-41, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi 110 013 (India)

Anand and Anand is a Partnership Firm ranked among the top 25 IP practices in Asia. As a full service IP firm we protect,
strengthen and develop critical IP assets and interests of clients from around the world. Our specialist Patent, Design, Trademark,
Copyright, Litigation, Commercial Transactions and Regulatory Approval departments deal with protection of IP and
prosecution of contentious IP matters in different forums including the Courts at all levels, the Patent Offices, the Trademark
Offices, the Design Office and the Intellectual Property Appellate Board, and the WIPO and National Internet Exchange of India.
The broad brush of our practice also encompasses entertainment and media law, civil and criminal enforcement of IP laws,
actions against breach of confidential information and trade secrets, protection of geographical indications and domain names,
the law of privacy and publicity, celebrity endorsements, IP valuation, audits and due diligence, IP mediation and arbitration, etc.
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Reinhold Cohn and Partners and law firm
Gilat, Bareket & Co, ensuring the lawyers a
steady stream of work from the agency’s
strong client base, and the benefits of
enhanced technical know-how. A high
proportion of the firm’s work is on behalf of
innovators litigating against Teva.

Israel: Firms
1

Dr Shlomo Cohen & Co
S Horowitz & Co

2

operation of Lovells has a small, IP-focused
department based in the firm’s Milan office.
It handles a wide range of matters, with
recent litigation highlights including cases
concerning stent systems and bioplastics.
Milan-based boutique Studio Legale
Floridia is noted for its life sciences litigation
practice, particularly in pharmaceutical work.
Studio Legale Jacobacci is an established
player in the IP market, with headquarters in
Turin and offices across the country; it
provides patent litigation and prosecution
services. Studio Legale Vanzetti’s prowess
in the IP field wins priase from sources
across Europe.

Luthi & Co

Italy: Firms
Gilat, Bareket & Co

Italy

1

Trevisan & Cuonzo Avvocati

2

Bird & Bird
Franzosi Dal Negro Pensato Setti

The Italian market is an important centre
in Europe with a number of law firms
providing representation to
pharmaceutical clients. Boutique IP
practices are common and remain
competitive with groups fielded by large
international commercial practices.

Tier 1
Trevisan & Cuonzo Avvocati holds its
premier position in the marketplace with
work on high profile patent cases in the
pharmaceutical and medical devices fields.
Sources state that it is the strongest Italian
practice, fielding a “highly responsive and
collaborative” team. It has excellent
international credentials, demonstrated by
its extensive referral work from players
across Europe, who praise the team’s
“superb language skills”.
Tier 2
Bird & Bird is one of the few international
firms with a significant life science patent
litigation presence in Italy. The “clever”
Massimiliano Mostardini is the go-to name
at the firm. Sources say he is “a pleasure to
work with” and that “his successes in a
broad range of cases speak for themselves”.
Franzosi Dal Negro Pensato Setti has a
long-standing reputation in the IP market,
garnering praise from both national and
international observers. IP Law Galli attracts
praise for work on a broad spectrum of IP
matters. Clients in the life sciences sectors
include IBSA Institut Biochimique, Adelberg
Laboratories and Lorenz Biotech. The Italian
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IP Law Galli
Lovells LLP
Studio Legale Floridia
Studio Legale Jacobacci, Sterpi,
Francetti, Regoli, de Haas & Associati
Studio Legale Vanzetti e Associati
3

De Berti Jacchia Franchini Forlani
Studio Legale
Dragotti & Associati srl
Rapisardi Intellectual Property
Sena & Tarchini

Tier 3
Commercial firm De Berti Jacchia
Franchini Forlani Studio Legale handles
the full range of IP matters and has
particular expertise in the pharmaceutical
patent area, with recent work focused on the
representation of originator companies.
Compact IP boutique Dragotti – Studio
Legale Associati is highly active in life
sciences. It represents clients in litigation,
advises on regulatory issues and provides
general legal advice relating to the industry.
The firm has a notable specialisation in
pharmaceutical law, assisting clients such as
Ranbaxy, Amgen, Drug Royalty Corporation
www.iam-magazine.com
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and Chemi. Interviewees highlight the firm’s
close working relationship with patent
agency Dragotti & Associati. With offices in
Italy, Switzerland and the UK, Rapisardi
Intellectual Property is an expanding IP
boutique with solid international credentials.
Long-standing IP boutique Sena & Tarchini
is highly respected for name partner
Professor Giuseppe Sena’s significant
contributions to the field and its continuing
expertise in life sciences patent cases.

Malaysia
Malaysia is a small market, with a small
number of Kuala Lumpur based practices
serving clients on the few life sciences
patent cases that are litigated in the
country as part of their wider IP practices.

Marks & Clerk continues to expand its
presence in the Asian market with the 2009
establishment of its Kuala Lumpur office.
Interviewees identify long-standing firm
Shearn Delamore as an “obvious choice”
for patent litigation. With offices in Kuala
Lumpur and Penang, the “highly
commercial” practice advises a broad
spectrum of clients. Skrine is a dominant
player in the Malaysian market. It is a fullservice firm with a “very well established,
highly-respected IP practice”. With offices in
Kuala Lumpur and Johor Bahru, the
commercial firm Tay & Partners’ IP
department is recognised for its work in life
sciences patent litigation.

Müggenburg, Gorches, Peñalosa &
Sepúlveda is a full service local firm
specialising in work with foreign
international investors entering the
Mexican market. It is well equipped to deal
with the problems faced by global
pharmaceutical innovator companies
seeking to protect their IP against generic
infringements in Mexico. Founded in 1969
as an IP boutique, Olivares & Cia has
grown in size and scope and now offers a
wide range of services, though IP remains
an important specialisation. The firm’s life
science and pharmaceutical group is
focused on patent litigation, with a number
of doctors of pharmacology and
biochemistry providing technical
assistance on cases. Last year the firm
won important case rulings that are set to
strengthen the IP rights of innovative
pharmaceutical companies operating in
Mexico. Uhthoff Gomez Vega & Uhthoff
SC is a renowned IP firm with significant
experience and capabilities in life science
patent litigation. The lawyers at Uhtoff are
supported by a team of technical experts
with some impressive natural science
credentials.

Mexico: Firms
Highly recommended

Müggenburg, Gorches, Peñalosa
& Sepúlveda
Olivares & Cia
Uhthoff Gomez Vega & Uhthoff SC

Malaysia: Firms
Highly recommended

Netherlands

Marks & Clerk
Shearn Delamore & Co
Skrine
Tay & Partners

Mexico
The Mexican market continues to
develop, with a small number of firms
offering the resources, litigation knowhow and technical expertise to attract
business from foreign clients and
referring law firms.
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The high demand for representation in the
Netherlands is met by a range of
excellent firms. Given the significance
and maturity of the Dutch market, it
comes as no surprise that most of the
bigger international players – such as
Bird & Bird, Lovells, and Howrey – have
significant and specialised practices
devoted to life sciences litigation.
Nonetheless, local firms still own a
sizeable share of the market.

Tier 1
Working with clients on matters across the full
spectrum of IP services, De Brauw
Blackstone Westbroek maintains its position
www.iam-magazine.com
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as “the stand out firm in the Netherlands”.
Sources praise the team’s “esteemed client
base and very strong litigation practice”
which has recently focused on medical
device and pharmaceutical matters.
Tier 2
Bird & Bird handles a broad range of life
sciences matters, including patent
litigation. Sources note its strong client
base and substantial portfolio of cases.
Despite its small size, Brinkhof handles a
high volume of life sciences cases and is
well-regarded for its generic
pharmaceutical litigation practice. It has
excellent international credentials, with
interviewees Europe-wide praising the
“young, dynamic and knowledgeable”
team. Howrey LLP is recommended for its
pharmaceutical work and its “strong
support team”. Sources commend
Lovells’ strong life sciences focus and
expertise in handling innovator
pharmaceutical clients. The team is
“always well prepared and hard working”.

www.iam-magazine.com

Netherlands: Firms
1

De Brauw Blackstone Westbroek

2

Bird & Bird
Brinkhof
Howrey LLP
Lovells LLP

3

BarentsKrans
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
NautaDutilh
Simmons & Simmons

Tier 3
Local firm BarentsKrans specialises in
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litigation, handling matters for clients in a
wide range of industries, including
pharmaceuticals. Commentators praise its
“solid cross-jurisdictional litigation
portfolio”. Well-known for its work in the
innovator pharmaceutical area, Freshfields
is respected for its long-standing
contributions to patent law, although
sources speculate that it is less active in
life sciences litigation than in previous
years. NautaDutilh has a dedicated life
sciences practice, offering a broad range
of advisory, litigation and transactional
services. The Amsterdam office of
Simmons & Simmons has a growing
presence in life sciences litigation with a
core expertise in pharmaceutical and
biotech matters; the firm is identified as
“one to watch”.

Norway
Norway is not host to a large number of
life sciences patent cases, but those that
are litigated are invariably handled by one
of a group of high quality domestic
practices.

A full service firm of 60 lawyers,
Advokatfirmaet Grette has undertaken
work for pharmaceutical clients including
AstraZeneca, Merck and Novartis; it enjoys
an impressive share of Norwegian patent
litigation cases. Advokatfirmaet Haavind
AS is a full service firm of over 100 lawyers.
It has focussed more intently on patent
litigation of late and has been engaged in
life sciences work for a number of generic
pharmaceutical companies, including
Hospira and Ranbaxy. The 175 lawyer firm
Advokatfirmaet Thommessen AS is a
member of the Lex Mundi network and
offers a “very strong pharmaceutical
litigation team”. One of Norway’s largest
firms, Bugge Arentz-Hansen &
Rasmussen enjoys “an excellent reputation
in patent litigation” domestically and
internationally. Bull & Co Advokatfirma
AS’s work on multi-jurisdictional patent
litigation cases has earned it a strong
reputation among foreign firms with
commentators labelling the service
“fantastic”. Wikborg Rein is an
international Norwegian firm with foreign
offices in London, Singapore and China,
and over 185 lawyers worldwide. Best
known for its shipping, energy and
industry expertise, the firm also has a
notable domestic life sciences patent
litigation practice.
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Norway: Firms
Highly recommended

Advokatfirmaet Grette
Advokatfirmaet Haavind AS
Advokatfirmaet Thommessen AS
Bugge Arentz-Hansen & Rasmussen
Bull & Co Advokatfirma AS
Wikborg Rein

Spain
The patent litigation requirements of life
science industry clients in Spain are met
by a number of international firms, as well
as local boutiques and full service
practices.

Tier 1
Clifford Chance is commended for its
“strong and specialised” work on
pharmaceutical cases.
Tier 2
Handling the full spectrum of IP matters,
boutique firm Amat i Vidal Quadras is
particularly active in pharmaceutical
patent litigation. IP-focused boutique
Grau & Angulo has a growing reputation
in the pharmaceutical litigation field and
often represents generic companies.
The Madrid office of full service commercial
player Uría Menéndez is “doing a great job
in pharmaceutical litigation for innovators”.

Spain: Firms
1

Clifford Chance LLP

2

Amat i Vidal Quadras advocats
Grau & Angulo
Uría Menéndez

3

Bird & Bird
Howrey LLP
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“Grette’s IP Department
is a leader in the Norwegian market”
Chambers Europe (2009)
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Tier 3
With an expanding practice in life sciences
litigation, Bird & Bird is one of the few
international groups with a notable
foothold in the Spanish market. Another is
Howrey LLP.

Sweden: Firms
1

Advokatfirman Lindahl
Sandart & Partners Advokatbyra

Sweden
The Swedish patent litigation market
is dominated by a number of slick
domestic firms with sound international
dispute resolution profiles. As with so
many jurisdictions, ubiquitous IP player
Bird & Bird manages to muscle its way
into the rankings as a lone foreign
presence.

Tier 1
A premium quality boutique with a strong IP
leaning, Sandart & Partners Advokatbyra
enjoys “a strong patent litigation practice
built on a solid tradition”. Made up of 17
lawyers who spend the majority of their time
on IP matters, the team handled 15 life
sciences patent cases during 2009, acting
for innovator and for generic pharmaceutical
companies. In early 2009 Advokatfirman
Lindahl absorbed the highly regarded IP
litigation boutique RydinCarlsten, creating
Sweden’s third largest full service law firm.
Market commentators sing the praises of the
“formidable IP practice on offer at this
premier league outfit”.
Tier 2
A major player in IP law across Europe, Bird
& Bird has recently strengthened its
Swedish IP practice with the recruitment of
three well-known lawyers from Swedish IP
boutique Gozzo. These have a special focus
in life sciences patent litigation. Recent
litigation highlights for the team include
representation of clients such as Teva, Pfizer
and Cederroth. Swedish international firm
Mannheimer Swartling is known
throughout Europe for its dispute resolution
pedigree, so there is little surprise that it
holds a respectable domestic reputation for
patent litigation. The firm’s life sciences
litigators act exclusively for pharmaceutical
innovators. Recent activity has included
representation of Leo Pharma in relation to
an action against Sandoz, and also
representation of Pfizer in a patent
infringement litigation before the Swedish
Supreme Court relating to its blockbuster
drug Zoloft. Setterwalls has forged a name
as “a smart and popular choice for generic
pharmaceutical companies in Sweden”.
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2

Bird & Bird
Mannheimer Swartling
Setterwalls

Switzerland
Our ranked firms for Switzerland
include two full service firms, an IP
boutique and a combined patent
attorney firm. They are all domestic
firms. The country’s noted reputation
as a centre for dispute resolution
ensures that all those involved in the
field at the highest level have an
excellent disputes pedigree.

Tier 1
One of Switzerland’s leading firms,
Homburger has always had a fine name
in dispute resolution; consequently its IP
practice tends to focus on contentious
work. Its team is among the most active
patent litigation units in Switzerland.
Major commercial firm Lenz & Staehelin
is home to a highly active IP department
with extensive experience in life sciences.
As well as covering common
pharmaceutical patent infringement
cases, the team is currently representing
several biopharmaceutical companies in
major on-going litigation, as well as a
large healthcare group in a major multijurisdictional ICC arbitration concerning
patent validity.
Tier 2
Rentsch & Partners boasts both a
law firm and an associated European
patent attorney’s office. Interviewees
praise the team’s “technical
understanding and creative case
planning” and describe it as “highly
capable of rethinking a case quickly and
thoroughly when necessary”. The
Lucerne-based boutique Troller Hitz
Troller & Partners focuses on IP,
competition and contract law, and is
lauded for its “high quality” patents
practice.
www.iam-magazine.com
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Switzerland: Firms
1

Homburger
Lenz & Staehelin

2

Rentsch & Partners
Troller Hitz Troller & Partners

Thailand
Few firms in Thailand have developed the
specialisation necessary to handle life
sciences cases; it is thus only larger firms
with international expertise and local
know-how who handle patent
infringement actions in the field.

Rouse is a niche firm that offers a full range
of IP services, including prosecution,
litigation and corporate advice. Its recentlyopened second office in Thailand specialises
in biotechnology matters, advising a broad
range of clients. Deemed “an obvious choice
for patent litigation in Thailand”, full-service
firm Tilleke & Gibbons is among the most
active in the local IP market.

Thailand: Firms
Highly recommended

Rouse
Tilleke & Gibbons

United Kingdom
The global profile of the English courts
ensures that the UK remains one of the
world’s premier patent litigation
jurisdictions; consequently the field
attracts a large number of firms. Big,
litigation-focused City firms compete with
IP-focused outfits and a handful of
specialist patent litigation and life
sciences boutiques. In the past it was
common for firms to specialise in the
representation of either originators or
generics in pharmaceutical disputes, but
rarely both. Today this differentiation has
broken down, with a small number of
firms continuing with practices dedicated
www.iam-magazine.com

to one camp or the other (notably Taylor
Wessing and SJ Berwin with generics,
and Simmons & Simmons and Bristows
on the part of originators). The presence
of a split profession in the UK also means
that there are a small number of
barristers chambers offering specialist
advocacy to clients in the field.

Tier 1
“A redoubtable behemoth of IP law”,
Bird & Bird retains enough big clients and
star names to hold fast at the top of the
market. Well-known and experienced
rainmakers are backed up by a large team of
patent litigation partners with life science
experience, although there are some
reservations in the market about the line of
succession at the junior end of the scale.
The IP pedigree of Bristows stretches back
further than most and its “experience in life
science patent litigation remains
unsurpassed”. Departures from the group
have recently hit the press, but commentators
believe that the firm has “made a superb
come back and remains at the top of the
market”. The firm is well-known for coordinating global life cycle management for
some of the world’s top pharmaceutical
companies; it operates exclusively for
originators and is able to back up its patent
litigation practice with strength in its
regulatory and transactional departments.
Founded in 2007, IP litigation boutique
Powell Gilbert LLP has quickly forged a
formidable reputation and “commands
massive respect in the field”. A spin-off from
Bristows, the “rock solid” team is already
renowned internationally as “one of Europe’s
leading life science patent litigation
specialists”. All the firm’s partners have
scientific backgrounds, with biotechnology a
particular speciality. Powell Gilbert does not
offer clients services in parallel regulatory or
transactional matters, but for patent litigation
it is “among the highest rated in the
business”. The reputation of the firm is
founded upon the practices of name partners
Penny Gilbert and Timothy Powell, who “are
among the first to enter your head when you
think of life science patent litigation”.
Simmons & Simmons is remarkable as one
of few firms that continues to represent
originators exclusively, which sources say “is
reflected in the depth of its innovator-focused
practice”. Commentators also suggest that
the team has shrunk somewhat in recent
years, though there is little doubt that “the
quality has remained strong and impressive”
and court room opponents note that “you
cannot rest on your laurels against Simmons”.
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Tier 2
Building on its renowned strength in
commercial dispute resolution, Herbert
Smith continues to get a good deal of
high-profile patent litigation work;
commentators agree that the firm enjoys
“a good standing and sound reputation”
within life sciences and it remains the first
choice of counsel for Roche, guaranteeing
it a steady stream of instructions. Some
smart recruitment has seen Howrey LLP’s
reputation in life science patent litigation
flourish in recent years. While some
commentators have been critical of the
apparent high turnover of personnel, the
consensus is that if the firm holds on to its
current team “it has the potential to
become a premier league player in the
field”. A large team of “strong all-rounders”
in patent litigation at Lovells pegs the full
service commercial player in the second
tier of our rankings. Life sciences patent
litigation has not been a major focus for
the firm in the past, but it has been busy
beefing up its capabilities in the field; the
addition of Adam Cooke is seen as a
statement of intent from this expanding
practice. Its current caseload is dominated
by work for high profile clients including Eli
Lilly and Contocor. The firm also fields a
strong regulatory life science practice,
which often operates in parallel with its
litigation department during contentious
proceedings. Top of the pile when it comes
to representing generic pharmaceutical
companies, Taylor Wessing “makes life
very difficult for innovator-side
opponents”. However, commentators note
that while the firm often remains the first
choice for many generic producers, shifts
in the market leading to more disjointed
distribution of work and the firm’s loss of
two high profile partners mean that it does
not enjoy the stranglehold on the generic
market that it once did.
Tier 3
While not a central focus for Linklaters,
the commercial giant fields a compact
group of life science patent litigators
servicing the premium clients typical of the
firm. Despite this commentators claim that
its market profile has declined of late and
questions are raised over its long term
commitment to the area. A big hitter in the
area of representing generic
pharmaceutical companies, SJ Berwin has
recently enjoyed a purple patch of activity
and is “snapping at the heels of Taylor
Wessing for the title of generics top dog”.
Commentators reserve particular praise for
the firm’s strength below partner level.
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United Kingdom : Firms
1

Bird & Bird
Bristows
Powell Gilbert LLP
Simmons & Simmons

2

Herbert Smith LLP
Howrey LLP
Lovells LLP
Taylor Wessing LLP

3

Linklaters LLP
SJ Berwin LLP

4

Allen & Overy LLP
McDermott Will & Emery
Roiter Zucker
Rouse

Tier 4
While noted more for its telecoms and
electronics patent litigation work, Allen &
Overy has made a recent decision to expand
its patent litigation capabilities with two
lateral hires, including new partner Huw
Evans providing additional fire power to the
firm’s life sciences practice. A&O’s current
workload suggest the team may be segueing
into more pharmaceuticals work than in
previous years. A serious player on the US
patent litigation scene, McDermott Will &
Emery is now turning its attention to Europe
and is “making significant inroads” in the
London market. Life sciences boutique
Roiter Zucker’s patent litigation department
is firmly rooted on the side of generic
pharmaceutical company representation and
continues to attract clients thanks in part to
its highly competitive pricing model. The
team is involved in multiple cases for
generics giant Teva and was part of the
company’s counsel during the landmark
Lundbeck case that went through to the
House of Lords (now the Supreme Court).
A hybrid firm that also boasts a patent
attorney business, Rouse is primarily winning
plaudits thanks to the excellent reputation of
Diana Sternfeld. Acting exclusively on the
www.iam-magazine.com
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side of innovators such as GSK and Merck,
Sternfeld and her team of promising young
lawyers are offering high quality
representation at more attractive prices than
many larger City firms.

United States
Best of best
This section details the very best
American firms for life sciences patent
litigation identified in the course of our
research. Without exception, their
reputations extend across the country;
their work is at the highest level of value,
the vanguard of innovation and the
pinnacle of overall significance in the
market.

Finnegan Henderson is an “outstanding,
high profile” firm that is “up there with the
best” according to some, “with very few
rivals”. It fields “a number of stars, a deep
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“preferred firm for large, bet the company
cases”, with Bill Lee established as one
of the most esteemed practitioners in the
US. The firm is known for its depth of
technical expertise and its potent courtroom
capability.

United States: Best of the best
Highly recommended

Finnegan Henderson Farabow
Garrett & Dunner LLP
Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto
Irell & Manella LLP
Ropes & Gray LLP
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale
and Dorr LLP

California
California is home to one of the largest
and most significant life sciences patent
litigation markets in the US, due to its
concentration of pharmaceutical,
medical devices and biotech companies,
and its isolation from other major
American life sciences patent litigation
forums. These conditions have created a
distinctive local market dominated by
firms originating in the state. A number
of firms with expertise and interests in
this practice area have penetrated the
market, including Goodwin Procter,
McDermott Will & Emery and Weil,
Gotshal & Manges. In all cases, the firms
deploy life sciences patent litigation
expertise as part of wider litigation
and/or patent practices. While the preeminent position of Irell & Manella looks
all but unassailable thanks to it deep
team and presence of market leader
Morgan Chu, there is plenty of work for
all the major firms to compete for; this is
a premium market in which clients
expect premium quality representation.

Tier 1
The “impressive” Irell & Manella handles a
comprehensive array of IP matters. In patent
litigation it is highly respected for its wideranging technical practice, including life
sciences work. Contributing to the firm’s
dominance in the marketplace is nationally
recognised leader Morgan Chu.
www.iam-magazine.com

Tier 2
With five offices in California, full-service
outfit Goodwin Procter’s “excellent” IP
litigation practice is highly active in life
sciences. Sources commend its expertise
in the pharmaceutical space; the team
“really knows how to handle generic
cases”. Handling the full spectrum of IP
matters, Howrey LLP is recognised for its
strong litigation practice handling a wide
range of cases in the life sciences
industries. San Francisco-based Keker &
Van Nest fields a “significant and
reputable” litigation practice; in life
sciences, it is recommended for its
pharmaceutical and medical device work.
Specialising in IP law, Knobbe Martens
Olson & Bear has a dedicated patent
practice covering all technical disciplines,
including life sciences. The team there is
particularly commended for its recent
medical device work. Known for its “robust
IP litigation practice”, McDermott Will &
Emery has a growing reputation in life
sciences in general, and pharmaceutical
matters in particular. “Near the top of the
West Coast market” is Morrison &
Foerster, which advises a broad range of
IP clients. It has strong international
credentials, attracting referral work from
European players who praise the firm’s
“impressive biotech portfolio”. Litigation is
a hallmark of long-standing firm Orrick
Herrington & Sutcliffe. Market
commentators note the firm’s recent
significant biotech and medical device
cases, and the team’s “deep technical
knowledge” of a wide variety of industries.
An “excellent firm for patent infringement
litigation”, Ropes & Gray handles a
comprehensive range of technical cases.
Sources point out its strong pharmaceutical
client list, which includes major companies
such as Pfizer and AstraZeneca.
Tier 3
Cooley Godward Kronish has a solid
presence in life sciences, with a dedicated
practice devoted to serving players in the
medical devices industry. The litigation
practice at full-service firm Gibson Dunn &
Crutcher attracts high praise from market
commentators for its portfolio of patents
work; it covers a wide range of matters,
including medical device and
pharmaceutical cases. Weil Gotshal is a
“highly competitive practice that deserves a
mention” for its work in life sciences patent
litigation. Wilson Sonsini Goodrich &
Rosati has “a solid track record in IP
litigation”; interviewees note its significant
generic pharmaceutical practice.
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California: Firms
1

Irell & Manella

2

Goodwin Procter
Howrey LLP
Keker & Van Nest
Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear LLP
McDermott Will & Emery
Morrison & Foerster
Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP
Ropes & Gray

3

Cooley Godward Kronish LLP
Gibson Dunn & Crutcher
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati

Tier 2
With one ranked practitioner in DC,
Ropes & Gray has a lower profile than its
competitors, but remains “an important
and longstanding pharmaceutical and
biotech litigation firm”. The team at
WilmerHale is highly recommended for
“dedication and attention to detail” in
pharmaceutical litigation cases; clients
praise its “excellent preparation and
courtroom work”.
Tier 3
Patent litigation is an important main focus
for IP boutique Connolly Bove; market
commentators praise its “significant
experience” in ANDA litigations. Full-service
firm Covington & Burling has a rising
profile in life sciences. Sources admire its
strength in litigation and its comprehensive
services for life sciences clients. IP-focused
firm Rothwell Figg is recommended for its
pharmaceutical and biotech work; and its
solid portfolio of generic patent infringement
cases wins praise. Sterne Kessler is noted
for its team’s “strong technical knowledge”;
it handles work for a wide range of life
sciences clients.

Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP

District of Columbia: Firms
District of Columbia
Although the DC market is not as big as
that in New York, it is an important and
competitive scene with a number of
excellent firms. Finnegan Henderson
continues to lead the market, with its
large team of specialists. Other firms
have either not attained its depth of
expertise and resources, or do not focus
on this practice area to the same extent.
The market continues to develop and
provide a forum for litigation concerning
biotech and pharmaceutical patent
disputes; it is open to newcomers, with
Knobbe Martens Olson & Bear fielding a
young partner and extending its profile in
the market.

Tier 1
Dominating the DC market is IP specialist
Finnegan Henderson, an “upstanding,
high-profile” firm best known for its strong
litigation practice in the pharmaceutical,
chemical and biotech fields. Sources
commend the team’s wide range of
specialisation within life sciences and its
experience of appellate work;
commentators conclude that “this is the
strongest team in DC”.
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1

Finnegan Henderson Farabow
Garrett & Dunner

2

Ropes & Gray
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale
and Dorr

3

Connolly Bove Lodge & Hutz
Covington & Burling
Rothwell Figg Ernst & Manbeck PC
Sterne Kessler Goldstein & Fox

Illinois
Full service firms Mayer Brown and
Sidley Austin attract much of the most
complex and valuable life sciences
patent litigation in Illinois, thanks to
the depth of their expertise and
resources. Local boutiques also play
a role; all firms conduct life sciences
patent litigation as part of their broader
caseloads of patent other IP
related litigation.
www.iam-magazine.com
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Tier 1
Mayer Brown comes highly recommended
for the team’s “excellent technical
knowledge” in a wide range of life sciences
industries, including pharmaceutical and
medical device matters. The team has
particular expertise in Hatch-Waxman cases,
representing innovator companies; its patent
litigation work is “incredibly thorough”.
Sidley Austin is noted for its “broad and
impressive” complex patent litigation
practice, which handles medical device and
pharmaceutical cases. Sources note the
team’s “exceptional trial skills” in HatchWaxman litigations.
Tier 2
IP specialist Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione
handles a broad range of life sciences clients;
the team is heavily involved in patent litigation
matters. Like Brinks, Leydig Voit & Mayer
focuses on IP law; sources recommend its
“strong pharmaceutical litigation team”.

firm “the best in New York for patent
matters”. It has excellent international
credentials, winning extensive referral work
from peers across Europe.
Tier 2
Kaye Scholer’s dedicated life sciences
patent practice is recognised and highly
recommended for its solid portfolio of
Hatch-Waxman cases and “superb IP
litigation credentials”. Interviewees
worldwide praise the IP-focused Kenyon &
Kenyon as a “go-to firm in New York for life
sciences work”; it is noted for its recent
work in pharmaceutical litigation. Fullservice commercial player Kirkland & Ellis
is known for “excellent work” handling a
broad range of patent cases, including
pharmaceutical matters; it fields “a strong,
sizeable team of litigators”. Ropes &
Gray’s 2005 merger with Fish & Neave
continues to pay off for the firm, which
gathers praise for its “deeply
knowledgeable” team of patent
infringement litigators.
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Mayer Brown LLP
Sidley Austin LLP
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Brinks Hofer Gilson & Lione
Leydig Voit & Mayer

New York
Whether they are boutiques or fullservice, the top IP firms in New York have
one thing in common: a strong
specialisation in life sciences patent
litigation, particularly in pharmaceutical
and biotechnology. Fitzpatrick dominates
the market not only due to the sheer
number of cases it handles and its strong
bench of practitioners, but also because
of leading individual Robert Baechtold,
who is of country-wide renown. The
remaining ranked firms offer clientfocused, high quality expertise which
would be worthy of band one status in
any other less competitive markets.

Tier 1
Described as “one of the top litigation
practices in the country”, IP boutique
Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto
continues to bag the lion’s share of HatchWaxman cases in the state; sources call the
www.iam-magazine.com

Tier 3
Market commentators highlight Goodwin
Procter’s highly active patent litigation
practice which works on behalf of generic
pharmaceutical companies. It has a strong
team benefiting from “invaluable experience”
in infringement cases. Covering the full
spectrum of IP matters, Milbank Tweed has
a solid litigation practice and is commended
for its significant life sciences trial experience.
White & Case is among the longest standing
and largest full service firms in the market; it
handles a broad range of IP litigation,
including Hatch-Waxman cases on behalf of
large innovator pharmaceutical clients. It is
recognised for its strong international
network and multi-jurisdictional expertise.
Tier 4
Long-standing IP boutique Darby & Darby is
recognised for its solid life sciences practice,
particularly in the biotech field. Now that the
firm has announced it will be disbanding,
there will be a battle among other practices
to secure the services of its biggest litigation
hitters. Praised for its “valuable and
specialised expertise in patent law”, Fish &
Richardson fields a well-reputed litigation
team covering all technical matters, including
life sciences. Sources highlight Frommer
Lawrence’s dedicated biotechnology
practice, which provides clients with a
comprehensive range of services. “Strong in
just about everything”, Jones Day has a
rising profile in IP litigation, particularly in the
pharmaceutical field. Commercial giant
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Skadden handles the full spectrum of IP
matters; “it has a nice niche in life sciences
litigation”, market commentators say.

Elderkin’s departure to rivals Akin Gump,
all eyes are on Philadelphia’s Woodcock
Washburn to see if it can maintain the
momentum and reputation it had established
in the life sciences litigation field.

New York: Firms
Rest of United States : Firms
1

Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper & Scinto

2

Kaye Scholer LLP

Highly recommended

Fish & Richardson PC
Kenyon & Kenyon LLP
Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell LLP
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Richards Layton & Finger, PA
Ropes & Gray LLP
Woodcock Washburn LLP
3

Goodwin Procter LLP
Milbank Tweed Hadley &
McCloy LLP
White & Case LLP

4

Darby & Darby PC*
Fish & Richardson PC
Frommer Lawrence & Haug LLP
Jones Day
Skadden Arps Slate Meagher
& Flom LLP

* No longer active following announcement that it is to close

Rest of United States
This section lists the firms found outside
of the larger centres: California; DC;
Illinois and New York.

“One of the best firms for patent infringement
cases”, Fish & Richardson is a longstanding IP-focused firm, based in 10 sites
across the US. Sources praise the team’s
“excellent litigation skills”; the Boston office
has been particularly active in the
pharmaceutical and chemical areas.
Delaware-based Morris Nichols handles a
wide range of matters and is noted for its
strong IP litigation practice. Sources
commend the firm’s strong portfolio of
pharmaceutical industry clients. Also in
Delaware is full-service firm Richards Layton
& Finger which is heavily involved
in pharmaceutical patent litigations; market
commentators speak highly of the team’s
work as local counsel. Following Diane
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